A study of interactions of platinum (II) compounds with DNA by means of CD spectra of solutions and liquid crystalline microphases of DNA.
The optical properties of the DNA complexes with divalent platinum compounds of the cis-diamine type differing both in the nature of anionic and neutral ligands and in the spatial arrangement about the platinum atom were studied. The platinum compounds cis-[Pt(NH3)2Cl2], [Pt(en)Cl2], [Pt(tetrameen)Cl2], cis-[Pt(NH3)2NO2Cl], and cis-[PtNH3(Bz)Cl2] at small values of r (r is the molar ratio of a platinum compound to DNA nucleotides in the reaction mixture) were found to induce an increase in the amplitude of the positive band in the circular dichroic (CD) spectrum of linear DNA. All the compounds listed except cis-[Pt(NH3)2NO2Cl] caused a sharp decrease of the amplitude of the negative band in the CD spectrum of a liquid crystalline microphase of DNA formed in solution in the presence of poly(ethylene glycol). All these platinum compounds (except [Pt(tetrameen)Cl2]) exhibit biological (antimitotic, antitumour, etc.) activity. The platinum compounds trans-[Pt(NH3)Cl2], trans-[Pt(NH3)2NO2Cl], cis-[PtNH3PyCl2], cis-[Pt(NH3)2(NO2)2], and [Pt(NH3)3Cl]Cl exhibiting a low (if any) biological activity, either induced a decrease of the amplitude of the positive band in the CD spectrum of linear DNA, or did not affect the CD spectrum at all. The effect of these platinum compounds on the CD spectrum of the liquid crystalline microphase of DNA was either weak or absent. It is assumed that the specific biological action of platinum compounds of the cis-diamine type is determined by the polydentate binding to DNA: in addition to the cis-bidentate covalent binding of platinum to DNA nitrogen bases, a hydrogen bond formation between the DNA and cis-amino ligands occurs by means of protons at nitrogen atoms.